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trying to install a radar detector to the fuse for the 12v power port instead of plugging it in.
Does anyone know which fuse it is or have the layout? I looked in the manual shhh don't tell my
wife and didn't see it in there either. Is it different than the ones posted in the sticky post for
my15? DieselMann99 Veteran Member. Funny you're posting that, I was just wrestling with the
same issue about an hour ago. The geniuses at VWoA don't trust us with a fuse map. Last
edited: Mar 28, DieselMann99, I'll see how well it matches up. It looks like the reverse of what I
have in the but that doesn't mean anything. I'll let you know. Thank You. DieselMann99, that
seemed to work. Thank you! Tuckerwt Member. Help please!!! I need to find a 12v constant to
wire in the glove box light that I'm adding. Stupid VW decided to remove that feature for I don't
understand their logic. Reverend Member. I would love to know which fuse is for the 12v socket
and I assume the one in the armrest. Anybody know?

